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SOLUTION BRIEF

THE CHALLENGE:

Security teams are overloaded with alerts. They struggle to focus their 

efforts and prioritize because there is so much noise. And it is almost 

impossible to assemble all the relevant data to identify threats and 

execute the right response. Many security analysts rely on manual data-

stitching and response teams are slow, unable to triage and trigger 

workflows without the complete picture.

i3 SERVICES ADD-ON TO ANY RISKIQ PRODUCT:

In addition to our product suite, RiskIQ offers a range of services 

and immediate support provided by our Incident, Investigation, and 

Intelligence (i3) team. These services combine best-in-class technology 

with expert human analysis from former national security and 

intelligence officers and trained analysts, acting as a force-multiplier to 

maximize the value customers can gain from their investment in RiskIQ.

• Agentless sensor discovery, always-on 24/7

• Automated discovery, find previous unknowns

• Reliable and consistent support for security teams

• Nimble and able to act with immediate requests

• Automated identification of PII vulnerabilities and exposures on the 

open web and dark web

THE SOLUTION: 

RiskIQ knows its data best, but RiskIQ customers know which 

investigations are most impactful to them. Advanced Investigations 

allows customers to submit requests for information (RFIs), tasking 

RiskIQ analysts to undertake a deeper investigation uncover threats 

and threat actors using RiskIQ data in combination with OSINT and/or 

hand-selected third party platforms, depending on the requested topic. 

In some cases, these investigations can be anonymized and leveraged to 

educate on a variety of threats or analytical methodologies. 

Scale Threat Programs with 

Advanced Investigations
i3, Incident Investigation and Intelligence Teams 

Support Your Team

WHY RISKIQ?

10+ years of internet intelligence 

and relationships enabling quicker 

take down

Always-on Detection to automate 

discovery, find previous unknowns, 

and encoded insights for rapid 

response

Continuous Inspection discovering 

attack-exposed assets and 

exploitable components 

Global Internet Graph 

RiskIQ absorbs and normalizes 

internet-scale data and includes 

10+ years of data history, active 

crawling, asset inspection and 

machine learning to encode 

security expertise. Secure 

expansion beyond the firewall and 

identify hidden risks and threats to 

safeguard digital strategies.
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SOLUTION BRIEF: i3 Product and Solutions

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS SAY

“The additional insight RiskIQ provides, helps us protect the integrity of our global network 

and create a trusted environment for the people on our platform. RiskIQ helps detect and 

block threats planted in third-parties that violate our policies or put our people at risk.”

Director of Security Operations 

Social Media Company

“

SOLUTION OVERVIEW

RiskIQ safeguards digital strategies by discovering attacker-exposed assets—people and technologies. 

Internet-scale security intelligence that identifies and eliminates threats.

24/7 Incident Investigation

Rapid threat reporting or time-

sensitive info to be communicated 

in an escalated manner. 

Scale Security Teams

Experienced, high-

demand intelligence and 

counterintelligence analysts and 

operators.

Pre-built Risk Indicators

readymade and custom metrics with 

statistical analysis across 200+ risk/

threat indicators 

Automated Change Detection

encoded detection logic and smart 

graphing across infrastructure, 

services, apps, code, and 

components

Trusted Data Internet Fabric

Integrated RiskIQ data set with hand 

selected 3rd party-dependent tools 


